KING AIR 350i
HIGH-CALIBER PERFORMANCE FOR YOUR MISSION
With best-in-class range and payload, the Beechcraft King Air 350i aircraft is the aviation solution without compromise. The King Air 350i takes more passengers and cargo farther on less fuel, allowing you to quickly and efficiently move your business teams on important missions.

- Experience intuitive flight control using Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion avionics, featuring icon-based touch screens.
- Short runways and heavy payloads give you access to thousands more airports and the business opportunities that go with them.
- With an innovative square-oval fuselage and double-club seating, the King Air 350i offers the most cabin comfort in its class.
- Stay connected with standard Wi-Fi capability.
- Rest assured, you are supported by the farthest-reaching and most accessible service network.

Contact your Textron Aviation representative.
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